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Primordial Magnetism and CMB 

•  Magnetic B-modes 

•  The promise of Faraday Rotation 

Based on work with Soma De, Yun Li, Bess Ng, Tanmay Vachaspati, Amit Yadav, POLARBEAR collaboration 



Cosmic Magnetic Fields 

o  Seen in galaxies and clusters  

Image courtesy of NRAO/AUI 

o  Generated in the early universe – not “if”, but “how much” 

•  inflationary mechanism 
•  phase transitions 
•  a window into high energy physics and early universe 

o  A distinct CMB signature would prove their primordial origin 

o  Origin unknown 

•  astrophysical? 

•  primordial? 

o  Evidence (?) for intergalactic fields 



•  Gravitational coupling 

   scalar (curvature), vector (vorticity), tensor (gravity waves) modes 

•  Electromagnetic coupling 

Magnetic field effects on CMB 

•  Faraday Rotation 

Magnetic energy dissipates, dumps energy into the plasma 

•  spectral distortions 
•  modified ionization history 



Stochastic Primordial Magnetic Field (PMF) 

•  Fields generated in phase transitions have n=2 for CMB-relevant k’s 
   (Durrer and Caprini, 2003; Jedamzik and Sigl, 2010) 

•  For scale-invariant PMF, n=-3: 
   (Turner & Widrow, 1998; Ratra. 1992) 

Magnetic field power spectrum: 

Common measures of cosmological magnetic fields: 



•  Spatial correlations of anisotropies 

•  Shift in the time of last scattering 

•  Departures from the black body spectrum 

•  Faraday Rotation 

-  Frequency dependence 
-  Mode-coupling correlations 

Observable CMB signatures of PMF 
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from M. Zaldarriaga, astro-ph/0305272 

E (parity-even) and B (parity-odd) modes 



Shaw and Lewis 
arXiv:0911.2714 



B-modes from magnetic fields 



B-modes from magnetic fields 

Bonvin, Durrer, Maartens, 1403.6768, PRL 



B-modes from magnetic fields 

Bonvin, Durrer, Maartens, 1403.6768, PRL 

vector mode 



B-modes from magnetic fields 

Bonvin, Durrer, Maartens, 1403.6768, PRL 





The bound on the PMF strength from the POLARBEAR CMB B-mode spectrum 

arXiv:1509.02461, Phys Rev D 



•   Constrain the spectrum and the epoch 
   of PMF generation 

•  Magnetic stress-energy is quadratic in B 

•  CL ~ B4 ; the current bound will remain at ~nG for years to come! 

Faraday Rotation is linear in B 

B-modes from magnetic fields 



Faraday Rotation 

For CMB: 



Radiative transport with Faraday Rotation 



Instant Last Scattering Approximation 

•  CMB polarization is produced at last scattering (Q(0) and U(0)) 

•  Then Faraday Rotated by a small angle 

•   We observe Q(n) and U(n)  



Mode-coupling correlations 

•  Faraday Rotation correlates multipoles of E and B in a particular way 

•  Can reconstruct the rotation angle from mode-coupling  EB correlations 
  (Kamionkowski, 2009) 



Forecasted constraints on the primordial magnetic field strength 

De, LP, Vachaspati, PRD’13, arXiv:1305.7225 

•   A realistic next generation CMB polarization experiment can detect a 0.1 nG   
   scale-invariant PMF without de-lensing or subtraction of the Galactic FR 

•  In principle, fields of 0.01 nG and can be detected with more sensitive 
  detectors, higher resolution, subtraction of the Galactic FR and de-lensing 



Which length scales are probed? 

•  Most of the information comes from 
  CMB correlations at 300 < l < 3000  
  (3 - 40 arcmin) 

     - need high resolution polarization maps 
     - can work with a small patch of sky 

 near the Galactic poles  

•  Probes rotation angle correlations in the 
  2 < L < 100 range (scales > 1o) 

     - probes PMF correlations on  
 scales > 100 Mpc 



Summary 

•  BB can constrain PMF better than the rest of CMB spectra 

•  Bounds on PMF from CMB spectra will remain at ~ 1 nG  

•  Mode-coupling correlations induced by Faraday rotation can 
  provide a better probe than CMB spectra 

   ~0.01 nG  vs  ~1 nG 



Metric perturbations and the role of neutrinos 

Lewis (2004); Shaw and Lewis, 0911.2714  

•  Before neutrino decoupling, all of the matter is tightly coupled, no fluid to  
  balance the anisotropic stress of the PMF 

 - logarithmically growing scalar and tensor modes 

•   After neutrino decoupling, the PMF contribution to the metric perturbations  
   is compensated by neutrinos 



Exact vs Instant 

LP, Yadav, Ng, Vachaspati, PRD’11, arXiv:1106.1438  



BB from Faraday Rotation @ 30GHz 



Instant Last Scattering Approximation 

•  Assume only E-mode polarization is produced at last scattering 

•  Rotation spectrum: 

•  Faraday Rotation contribution to the B-mode spectrum: 



De, LP, Vachaspati, PRD’13, arXiv:1305.7225 

CMB Faraday rotation as seen through the Milky Way 

•  Magnetic fields in our Galaxy contribute to Faraday rotation (FR) of CMB 

•  Galactic rotation measure estimated using extragalactic radio sources 
       Oppermann et al, A&A’12, arXiv:1111.6186 

•  Two questions: 

1) How sensitive are CMB polarization experiments to the Galactic FR? 

2) What bounds on PMF can be placed from measurements of FR? 



Figures from De, LP, Vachaspati, PRD’13, arXiv:1305.7225 
based on the public RM data from Oppermann et al, A&A’12, arXiv:1111.6186 

Galactic Rotation Measure 



Forecasted signal to noise of the Galactic RM detection 

De, LP, Vachaspati, PRD’13, arXiv:1305.7225 

•  The Galactic contribution to Faraday Rotation is negligible today but will be  
   detectable with the next generation of CMB polarization experiments  

•  It will obscure the FR signal from recombination 



Dependence on detector noise and resolution 

De, LP, Vachaspati, PRD’13, arXiv:1305.7225 

If CL
RM > sL for some L 

(signal dominated), then 

Otherwise, 

LP, MNRAS’14, arXiv:1311.2926 



Combining multiple frequencies 

LP, MNRAS’14, arXiv:1311.2926 

S/N of detection (by PRISM) of a 0.1 nG strength scale-invariant PMF 


